Clinicians battle widespread burnout and dissatisfaction in a complex health care environment with competing priorities, administrative burden, and lack of time. On top of that, documentation and compliance requirements never stop.

The physician burnout crisis:

- **58%** of physicians often have feelings of burnout.
- **68%** of physicians say burnout has negatively affected their relationships.
- **54%** of burned out physicians say it severely impacts their lives.

Clinical documentation burden is causing burnout:

- **60%** of physicians say bureaucratic tasks contribute to burnout.
- Physicians report spending nearly **50%** of their work day on EHR and desk work while spending only **27%** of their total time on direct clinical face time with patients.
- **58%** of physicians often have feelings of burnout.
- **68%** of clinicians say burnout has negatively affected their relationships.
- **54%** of burned out physicians say it severely impacts their lives.

Our speech understanding solutions can improve physician satisfaction, user experience and efficiency. 3M clients have reported personal success stories, including the ability to:

- Complete patient notes quicker with **52%** faster clinical documentation.
- Communicate notes three to four times quicker than typing.
- Close encounters more quickly with a **30%** faster closure rate.
- Create time to care through a **30%** increase in physician productivity.

3M M*Modal creates time to care for physicians by helping reduce administrative burden and empowering them to document in their natural workflow. Our cloud-based, EHR compatible solutions bring conversational artificial intelligence (AI) directly into clinical workflows to help improve the well-being of both patients and physicians.

More than 300,000 clinicians use 3M M*Modal speech understanding solutions. To find out how our solutions can help reduce the clinical documentation burden for your physicians, visit 3M.com/his.